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library uses some kind of pre-allocated stack size as the
maximum size of a stack (no matter what the function

calls). Is there any truth to this? If so, what is the normal
stack limit (in memory) for a computer system with no
bugs? Is it 1 GB? A: POSIX makes no guarantees of the
maximum stack size beyond what is stored in the stack
frame (which it says is normally some implementation-

specific number of bytes). If you need a very large stack
you'll have to run un-managed code that takes care of
such things. A: The standard stack size limit is 1 MB.

There is no need to pre-allocate. If you're using a
compiler that uses VLAs for stack usage, it may use a
larger stack, it may allocate the stack at application

startup, it may even preallocate the stack, it may do it in
some other way - but you have to look
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Dailies and Decorations: Day #2 - Hanukkah Now that
Thanksgiving is over and Christmas is only a few days
away, my focus is squarely on holiday decorating. You

won't be surprised to learn that Hanukkah is an integral
part of my holiday decorating for 2013. As with my

Thanksgiving photos this year, I am showcasing some
treasures I've gathered from around the world. I am

including a few other projects that I hope to complete
this year. I've been collecting Down Under Holiday Dailies
for years, just waiting to find a combination that worked
well for me. I came across them a few years ago while
shopping with a friend at Pan Pacific Embroidery. I was

attracted to the little dailies, but I wasn't sure
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